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Fig. 1. Colorization and illumination process. From left: original animation frame; graph representation; automatic colorization;
normal mapping and shaded animation frame.

Abstract—Colorization and illumination are key processes for
creating animated cartoons. Computer assisted methods have
been incorporated in animation/illustration systems to reduce the
artists’ effort. This paper presents a new strategy for illumination
and colorization of 2D drawings based on a region-tree. Starting
from a hand-drawn cartoon, it extracts geometric and topological
information and builds a tree structure, ensuring independence
among parts of the drawing, such as curves and regions. Based
on this structure and its attributes, a colorization method that
propagates through consecutive frames of animation is proposed,
together with an interpolation method that accurately computes a
normal mapping for the illumination process. Different operators
on curve and region attributes can be applied independently,
obtaining different rendering effects.
Keywords-2D drawing; region-tree; illumination; colorization;
animation;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Since the 1960’s, the computer became part of the tools
used in animated films production [1] and it is currently one
of the major area of research in computer graphics: Computer
Animation.
Conventional animation [2] is based on a frame-by-frame
technique representation. Even today, this technique is used in
the production of 2D animated cartoons, in which each frame
is represented by a free-hand sketch.
In the conventional process of computer assisted cartoon
animation, the limitations of the automated solutions and its
biggest challenges, such as inbetweening and coloring the
frames, were appointed by Catmull [3].

Two important, although tedious, steps in the production of
animated cartoons are colorization and illumination. The colorization process transfers the colors from a single frame to the
subsequent frames. The most common colorization approaches
[4], [5] use structures containing topological information of the
drawing, like regions, curves, and graphs, called topological
structures.
Although these topological structures work well in the
colorization process, they are not commonly exploited in
the illumination process of the animation. The illumination
process calculates the interaction of the cartoon with the lights
present in a 3D environment, and is an important task in the
cartoon rendering, since it helps to produce different effects
and styles in the animation sequence.
Contributions: This paper presents three main contributions. The first one is a new region-tree structure that
explores local spacial information in a single frame. The
second contribution is a method based on the region-tree
to illuminate the objects, by approximating lighting on 2D
drawings using a direct and sphere-preserving interpolation.
Third, we propose a recursive tracking method for color
transfer based on the region-tree. This new approach improves
more effective associations of regions of two consecutive
frames that can be retrieved through a recursive analysis of
previous frames.
A. Related Work
Regions Representation: An efficient image region representation has been sought in different ways. A common

approach is the use of an hierarchical structure which clusters
regions at different scales to obtain the representation of
images in various resolutions [6], [7], [8]. These techniques
are ideal in processes such as image compression. However,
in images like cartoons this structure could be simplified,
since only inherent relationship of regions such as inclusion
and adjacency relations will be necessary during the cartoon
illumination and colorization.
Illumination: In some works [9], [10], automatic normal
estimation methods is computed directly from the image.
But these techniques calculate the normals from the shading
information of the images. They are not suitable for cartoon, because in our input cartoon we have neither normal
nor shading. Some techniques to illuminate 2D data provide
iterative tools to reconstruct 3D models from available bidimensional data [11], [12], followed by traditional 3D illumination [13]. Johnston [14], observes that, even though
these methods provide useful results, they may not be suitable
to cartoon rendering. Therefore, the author [14] proposes a
semi-automatic image-based technique to approximate surface
normals directly in 2D drawings while avoiding 3D reconstruction. However, this technique does not enable different kinds
of interpolation since it does not have a relationship between
curves and regions. Besides it obtains an approximated normal
propagation to calculate the normal map. Recently, depthpropagation proposed by Sýcora et al. [15] helps to obtain
correct initial normal map of cartoons, but the interpolation
itself is computed later, by using the method proposed by
Johnston [14]. In our work we explicitly calculate the normal
vector accurately and guarantees smoothness for a coherent
illumination. The region-tree flexibility allows different visual
effects since it is possible to choose which curve contributes
in the regions interpolation process.
Colorization: Segmentation techniques are generally
used to extract topological structures, and employ tracking
operations to check the time coherence between consecutive
frames, enabling a computer-assisted colorization [4], [16],
[17], [18]. Although these techniques provide the colorization to animating cartoons, these approaches do not exploit
essential information such as curves and interior regions for
the illumination process. Garcia et al. [19] propose a strategy
for region matching which deals with the curve closeness
issue. Since the matching is rather geometric, the method
robustness could be affected. Sýcora et al. [15] proposes
a depth-propagation to handle cartoon animations resulting
in automatic colorization. However, this approach does not
handle occlusion during tracking. In our work, we propose a
topological approach as a way to increase the robustness of
region tracking enabling it to handle occlusions.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section
II formulates our proposed structure, the region-tree, that
represents cartoon geometric and topological elements. Section
III describes our proposed illumination method. Section IV
presents a recursive colorization method based on the regiontree. Section V brings some experimental results and Section
VI concludes.

II. R EGION -T REE
This section describes a topological structure, which contains the topological and geometric information of cartoons
objects. Similar to several other methods, we first apply a
segmentation stage to extract a set of curves and regions [4].
In a later stage, we explore the relationship between regions
and curves to construct the data structure region-tree.
A. Curves and Regions
Essentially, the traces or outlines of the cartoon define the
curves, while the interior of closed curves define the regions.
We use the operator sets described by Bezerra et al. [4] to
construct our topological structure. Those operations includes:
skeletonization and region detection.
Skeletonization or thinning is a linear subset of images lines
which emphasizes geometrical and topological properties of
the shape. The skeletonization algorithm removes redundant
points by eroding the image. The final points constitute the
skeleton. The main idea is simplify the objects representation
without changing its topology. In this work, the Zhang-Suen
algorithm was used [20].
Region detection consists on performing the segmentation
of the thinning image by identifying each of its curves and
regions. Each curve is define by a sequence of pixels from
the skeleton. Each region is defined by a boundary (external
curve), a set of internal curves and by the set of inside
pixels (interior). We first compute the interior of the region
by assigning a label to each region by flood-filling the region
from a interior point [21].
We need to structure the set of pixels that belongs to the
curves. For this, we induce a polygonal representation for
the boundary and the internal curves. Although the internal
curves are not necessary for a region definition, they are
significant part of the drawing, since they provide a variety
of details. To obtain a polygonal representation for the curves
in each region, we applied the chain-code algorithm [22]
with 8-connected neighborhood. After this stage, each region
contains: an internal area (set of labeled pixels), a boundary,
and a set of internal curves with a polygonal representation
(see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. This figure shows the region structure proposed in this paper. Each
region Rk is composed by: a set of internal pixels, labeled by Internal Area;
a set of boundary points, labeled by Boundary and a set of internal curves,
labeled by Curve 0 to Curve n.

B. Region-tree Generation
We now describe our proposed region-tree.
Usual topological structures are used in colorization methods to track regions of consecutive frames in the animation process [4], [16], [17], [18]. This structure explores
the relationships of adjacency between regions to preserve
the temporal coherence. However, they do not explore some
local information details in a single frame, such as inclusion
relation between regions inside the drawing. The structure
proposed in this paper, includes inclusion relation between
regions and information from internal curves to the region.
This information assists the implementation of new effects
in the drawings. We describe in Section III, the use of this
structure in the illumination process.
The structure proposed is defined as a tree, where each
node contains a region Ri and a set of descendant nodes,
representing the internal regions (subsets). Besides being a
simple implementation structure, it contains more information
than usual topological structures (see Fig. 3), such as the ones
described by Sýcora et al. [15].
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p2 = (x2 , y2 ), we compute the tangent vector v = (x2 −
x1 , y2 − y1 ), and the normal vector at p is given by n =
(y2 − y1 , x1 − x2 , 0). The coordinate z = 0 indicates that the
image plane is the projection plane relative to the viewer and
the curve belongs to the object’s silhouette. Actually, as there
are only eight possible directions for the tangent vectors on
an 8-connected neighborhood, a smoothing process is applied
beforehand. The new tangent vector vi0 is found by the update
rule vi0 = (vi−2 + 4vi−1 + 6vi + 4vi+1 + vi−1 )/16.
The interpolation of the normal field from the boundary to
the enclosed region is best described in the continuous domain.
Let C be a closed curve parameterized by arc-length, C(s) =
(x(s), y(s)), and let R be a region delimited by C. The normal
vector n(s) at each point of C(s) is given by
n(s) = (nx (s), ny (s), 0) = (y(s), −x(s), 0).
Our task is to compute a 3D normal n(p) =
(nx (p), ny (p), nz (p)), for each point p = (x, y, z) in R. To
compute the components x and y, we integrate the normal’s
contribution along the curve, using an inverse square distance
weight. From the x and y components, we attribute a positive
value for the z-component which normalizes the normal vector
giving a “lifting” effect to the region.
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Fig. 3. This figure shows the region-tree structure. Each node represents
one region in the image. In this example, the node R3 is a child node of
R1 . So the region R3 is an internal region of R1 . All regions have the same
structured shown in Fig. 2.

The region-tree proposed provides total control in the access
of each region: boundary, internal curves, internal pixels,
adjacent regions and contained regions. This enables separate
attributes for each cartoon region: material properties, color,
transparency, texture, and others. Analogously, we can define
an attributes to each curve, or group of curves: color, line style,
width, and others. Regions attributes can be stored as frame
buffers allowing the data to be processed directly on the GPU.
In the context of this work, normals vectors are the most
important attribute related to the region or the curves. The next
section describes this attribute in detail.
III. I LLUMINATION AND N ORMAL M APPING
We propose a novel formulation for the normal field inside
each region. This normal field is used in a simple Phong model
to illuminate the cartoon with 3D impressions. Our normal
definition is accurate and sphere-preserving, which leads to
smooth and coherent illumination.
For each region, we first compute the normal field of the
boundary [4]: given two consecutive points p1 = (x1 , y1 ) and
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q
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We now demonstrate that if C is a circle, our interpolation
technique provides exactly the normal field of a sphere. In
the case that C is a circle, C(s) = (cos(s), sin(s)) . We
considered just the case when p = (x, 0), with −1 < x < 1,
because otherwise we can simply rotate the coordinate system.
Applying the symmetry once more, ny (p) must be zero, since
the contribution of C(s) is canceled by the contribution of
C(−s). After performing the integration, we conclude:
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As ny (p) = 0 by symmetry, nz (p) = 1 − x2 , therefore,
the normal field is exactly the same of a sphere of radius 1
centered at the origin.
Unlike Johnston [14], where an approximated normal propagation is obtained to calculate the normal map, our explicit
formulation is accurate. Moreover, due to the flexibility of
the proposed structure, it is possible to choose which curve
contributes in the region interpolation process. This makes it
possible to obtain effects as shown in Fig. 4.

user. All pixels located in the tubular region will have their
normal affected by the depth operator. For each pixel pi , we
obtain its distance d(pi ) to the curve and recalculate its normal
n(pi ) using the following equation:

n(pi ) =

1−ϕ

d(pi )
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(k − n(pi ))+ n(pi )ϕ

d(pi )
dmax
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Where, n(pi ) is the new normal vector of the point pi ,
n(pi ) is the normal vector of the point pi , k = (0, 0, 1) and
ϕ is a function where ϕ(0) = 0 and ϕ(1) = 1. We used
− cos(πx) + 1
ϕ(x) =
.
2
Fig. 6 shows the depth operator applied to a sphere.

Fig. 4. Interpolation obtained from different curves. In the left one both
the interior region and the interior curve does not affect the exterior region
normal map. In the middle one, the interior region affects the construction
of the exterior region normal map, but the interior curve does not affect. In
the right one both the interior region and the internal curve affect the normal
map construction.

A. Normal Operators
The proposed structure is also suitable for applying attributes operators to the regions and curves. The user first
selects the region or curve, then selects the operator to the
desired attribute. Two normal operators were implemented: a
scale operator and a depth operator.
1) Scale Operator: Given a region R, the operator consists
in scaling the x, y, or z normal coordinate. If the scale is
applied on the z coordinate, the visual effect is to lift the
curve when illumination is applied. Fig. 5 shows some z scales
applied to normal mapping and level of scale is chosen by the
user.

Fig. 6. Depth operator. This figure shows the depth operator applied on
curve inside a sphere. The left one is the input image; the middle one is the
illumination process from the normal map obtained by Section III and in the
right one the curve was raised by the operator. The area surrounding the curve
is also affected to create the visual effect.

IV. AUTOMATIC C OLORIZATION ACROSS A F RAME
S EQUENCE
As mentioned before, one of the most laborious steps of
a cartoon animation is the process of manually coloring its
sequence frames.
We will present an automatic recursive colorization technique based on the use of the region-tree representation to each
animation frame. This process allows the color information to
be propagated automatically from a single frame to the other
frames in the same scene of the animation.
A. Regions Tracking

Fig. 5. Scale operator. This operator can be applied only in regions and it is
used to scale the x, y and z coordinate. In this figure the operator is applied
to the z coordinate. In the left image the normal map is the same obtained
by Section III; in the middle one the smaller region was raised and in the left
one the smaller region was pushed down.

Tracking is used to obtain the best associations between
regions in consecutive frames. In general, those frames present
small variations throughout the scene. Therefore, the associations can be performed by analyzing the parameters of
position, area, shape, and topology [4].
In a given frame, the local area form A associated to each
point pi in the border curve of a region is calculated by
A=

2) Depth Operator: This operator deals with the idea of
rising/sinking the selected curve c located in a region. The
user controls the affected area surrounding the curve c and
may rise or sink this curve. To do so, we calculate the distance
information of each pixel located in a tubular neighborhood of
c whose radius is the maximum distance dmax chosen by the

n−1
1X
(xi · yi+1 − xi+1 · yi ).
2 i=0

The region position is represented by its centroid C =
(cx , cy ), where
cx =

n−1
1 X
(xi + xi+1 )(xi · yi+1 − xi+1 · yi ),
6A i=0

.

cy =

n−1
1 X
(yi + yi+1 )(xi · yi+1 − xi+1 · yi ).
6A i=0

Given a region, we define its contours as the number of
points (pixels), which compose its boundary. In Fig. 7 (left)
shows a way to represent the topology of the images with its
adjacency graph constructed from a region-tree: yellow edges
represent subset relationships and red ones represent regions
sharing the same boundary. Let R be a region and cR its
centroid. The neighborhood relationship between R and its
neighbor Q with boundary points pQj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, is given
by a neighborhood function nFRQ :
nFRQ := (αRQ , dRQ ),
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Fig. 8. Equivalence graph from two regions. In this example, the equivalence
degree ED of A and B is obtained by the sum of two smaller quadratic
difference between its neighborhood function. So, ED(A,B) = 3+3.2 = 6.2.

where
dRQ = max {cR , dist(pQj )},
1≤j≤m

and αRQ is the slope of the line from cR to
arg max cR , dist(pQj ).

are taken as new regions in the animation and they are not
colored Fig. 9. Otherwise, the region color in the source-graph
is discarded along the animation process.

1≤j≤m

Each image region R will have n neighborhood functions,
since they have n neighbors (see Fig. 7 (right)).

Root
Iteration 1
Iteration 2
Fig. 9. Automatic colorization process. In the Iteration 2, the red region
disappeared in the second graph, i.e., the region was occluded. Therefore,
this region color is discarded along the animation.

C. Recursive Regions Tracking - Recovering Occluded Regions
Fig. 7. This figure shows the adjacency graph (left); the scheme to obtain
the neighborhood function for a region R, where α = tan(a) (middle) and
all neighborhood function of R (right).

B. Associations Between Consecutive Frames
The simplest way to create associations between regions
from two consecutive frames could be comparing all the
vertices from both frames graph. However, this option is also
computationally expensive. To solve this problem, we propose
the use of a region-tree in order to reduce the cost.
We execute a breadth-first search in the source-graph and
destiny-graph initialized from the image background, since
this is the only region of occurrence guaranteed in all images.
In each search iteration, we analyze parameters of the area,
position, contours, and neighborhood between regions represented by the compared vertices. The neighborhood parameter
is defined by the equivalence degree (ED) from two regions.
As shown in Fig. 8, the ED of two regions from consecutive
frames is the sum of two smaller quadratic difference between
its neighborhood function.
If the number of regions in the destiny-graph, in the current
iteration, is bigger than in the source-graph, these regions

If the region disappears in a frame, and shows up in another
one, we have an occluded region case in the sequence of
frames, so this kind of tracking will be unsatisfying in the
colorization process. Our work proposes tracking in a recursive
way to improve the recovering of these occluded regions in
the process.
In recursive regions with tracking, whenever a color information is passed from a region A to a region B in the
consecutive frame, the vertice relative to the region A is
marked. Once the frame is colorized, the algorithm verifies if
there is any region not colorized in the frame. If all regions are
colorized, the process will continue making a better association
between frames as described in Section IV-B.
In the case where there is no colorized regions, the process is temporarily interrupted. Through the image adjacency
graph, we find out which are the n neighboring regions of
the non-colored. In this case do a reverse search through
previous frames. In each analyzed frame, we look for regions
corresponding to the n regions we identified. Once the corresponding regions are found, we check if they are unmarked
neighboring regions. If this occurs, the unmarked regions are
stored in a list of possible candidates to be equivalent to the

non-colorized region. These candidates are collected in each
frame.
After the search, the algorithm goes back to the frame
where the process stopped. All the candidates are analyzed by
the same parameters: area, contour, position, and equivalence
degree. An association between the best candidate and the
non-colorized region is created passing all color information.
If two or more candidates are selected, no association is
created and the region is not colorized. Fig. 10 illustrates the
recursive colorization process, where the color of the white
region is recovered from the first frame and then is passed to
consecutive frames.
Root
Iteration 1

A. Limitations
A limitation of normal vector calculation is that we can
not change the boundary normal vector. So, if a point is a
boundary point, the z-component is always 0. This may affect
the visual effect the process of illumination.
In the colorization tracking, a problem could occurs in
situations where the regions are similar as in walk motion
of a character. The two legs of the character are topologically
identical, they have identical area, position and neighborhood.
Then, in the motion, when the left leg surpassing the right one,
the algorithm swaps the colors of both, because the position
of the left leg is replaced by similar topological information right leg. Fig. 14 shows this problem.
Another limitation is once the region track is done, only
color information is propagated. So, in an animation sequence
we need to illuminate frame by frame.

Iteration 2

Fig. 10. Automatic recursive colorization process. In the recursive colorization process if a region disappeared, i.e., the number of regions in the destinygraph is bigger than in the source-graph, a reverse search through previous
frames is made.

V. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
This section presents some results of our automatic colorization and illumination technique. Fig. 11 shows the illumination
process from a black and white cartoon, and Fig. 12 shows
the illumination process from a colorized cartoon. Fig. 13
shows frames from an animation after the colorization and
illumination process.
Figs. 15 and 16 show some comparisons between our recursive colorization method based on a region-tree representation
and the colorization method proposed by Bezerra et al. [4]. In
both cases, we can observe that occluded regions are recovered
by the recursive tracking when they reappear in the animation
sequence, unlike Bezerra et al. [4] method. In Fig. 15, the
character’s face, which previously was a single region (green
area) is split into two main regions. These regions are new
in the frame so the algorithm does not recognize them. In
the recursive tracking, when the character’s face comes back
to being one region representation the algorithm recovers its
color.
Fig.16 shows the occlusion problem in the bear’s left leg.
In the first image sequence, the color information can not be
recover since this information is lost in the fifth image because
there was a significant topological change such as a region
splitting into two. Secondly regions having its neighborhood
drastically altered such as the left eye, the hats brim, and the
tie are lost in Bezerra et al. [4] tracking. In the case of the
eye, it occurs when the eye links to the bear’s face region.
In the hats brim case, it occurs when the brim is linked to a
new region - the bear’s ear. Finally, in the tie case, it occurs
because one region disappears joining the bear’s arm.

Fig. 12.
Illumination process. From left: original image; normal map;
illuminated cartoon.

Fig. 13. Colorized and illuminated animation. In this result, we choose the
color of the first frame than we apply the automatic colorization and finally,
the cartoon is illuminated.

VI. C ONCLUSION AND N EXT S TEPS
This work presented a new strategy based on a region-tree
structure to represent 2D drawings. Unlike usual colorization
methods, our method explores both the time coherence of the
topological structures, as well as the local spatial information
of each frame. Therefore our method is both suitable for
colorization and to illumination.
Due to the topological and geometrical information of this
region-tree representation, we developed a method for approximating lighting to 2D drawings: we compute the normal

Fig. 11.
cartoon.

Illumination process from a black and white cartoon. From left: original image; colorized cartoon; segmented cartoon; normal map; illuminated

Fig. 14. Problem with the tracking in walk motion: The leg’s colors are
swapped since they have similar topological information.

mapping of the drawing based on a new topological structure.
As we explore both the labeling structure of each region, as
well as the vectorial structure of the boundaries, our method
is especially suited for independently shading parts of the
drawing, such as regions and curves.
With the recursive tracking method, we can recover the
most of the lost regions in the animation. For example, in
the movement of a character walking, where at times, one of
the legs is occluded, the use of this method becomes more
feasible, to obtain better results.
As future works we pretend to verify time coherence
together with local space structure and the transference of the
illumination’s information during the normal map tracking as
way to illuminate a cartoon sequence automatically. We also
pretend to define new attribute operators and explore normal
visibility in the interpolation process to avoid that invisible
parts of the region contributes to the normal vector of a point.
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Fig. 15. First sequence: Bezerra et al. [4] colorization tracking. Second sequence: Our recursive colorization tracking based on a region-tree representation.
Third sequence: Illumination process based on a region-tree representation. In the first sequence the character’s face, which previously was a single region
(green area) is split into two main regions. These regions are new in the frame so the algorithm does not recognize them. In the recursive tracking, when the
character’s face comes back to being one region representation the algorithm recovers its color.

Fig. 16. First sequence: Bezerra et al. [4] colorization tracking. Second sequence: Our recursive colorization tracking based on a region-tree representation.
Third sequence: Illumination process based on a region-tree representation. This result shows the occlusion problem. In the bear’s left leg, at the first image
sequence, the color information can not be recover since this information is lost in the fifth image because there was a significant topological change such as
a region splitting into two. Secondly regions having its neighborhood drastically altered such as the left eye, the hats brim, and the tie are lost in Bezerra et
al. [4] tracking. In the case of the eye, it occurs when the eye links to the bear’s face region. In the hats brim case, it occurs when the brim is linked to a
new region - the bear’s ear. Finally, in the tie case, it occurs because one region disappears joining the bear’s arm.

